Force field development
Several parameters needed were not clearly specified in the Martini force field 1 , such as the bond interaction parameter Q 0 -Spacer and the angle interaction parameter C 2 -Q 0 -Spacer of 16-8-16 , the bond interaction parameter Q 0 -Q 0 and the angle interaction parameter C 2 -Q 0 -Q 0 of 16-4-16 and 16-2-16. These interactions were calculated by a weak harmonic potential (eq. 1), which had been extensively Bonded U used in Coarse-grained force field development 1, 2 .
(1) 
where U stretch and U bend represent the bond stretch and angle bend potentials, respectively. K stertch and K bend are spring constants. R 0 and  0 are equilibrium constants. The interaction parameters were adjusted by comparing corresponding bonds and angles, which were obtained from atomistic simulations, respectively.
Firstly, the preassembled spherical micelle ( Fig. S1 (a) ) consisting of 80 CTAC surfactants was constructed by Packmol 3 software and then solvated with SPC water 4 in the cubic box with dimension 5nm, and the GROMOS96 45a3 force filed was exploited which has been proved to accurately provide structural properties of CTAC/CTAB micelles solutions [5] [6] [7] . Secondly, AA MD was performed by the Gromacs 8 package. The Isothermal-Isobaric ensemble NPT was performed at 298 K and 1 atm for each system, with periodic boundary conditions along three directions.
The temperature was controlled by the Berendsen thermostat 9 , and the pressure coupling was set as the Berendsen barostat 9 . A fixed time step of 0.002 ps was used and a 10 ns simulation time was performed, the last 5 ns was used for the data analysis. Thirdly, the bond stretch and angle bend distributions of the center of mass (COM) of different molecular fragments (Coarse grained to beads, defined in Fig. 1) were generated and shown in Fig. S2 (black line). Fourthly, the Coarse-grained model correspond to the AA MD system was established ( Fig. S1 (b) ), the simulation details was same as main text, and the total simulation time was 20 ns, the last 10 ns was used for the data analysis. Finally, the bond stretch and angle bend distribution of CG MD were generated. The CG Bonded interactions were adjusted successively until the bond stretch and angle bend distribution of CG is consistent with AA (Fig. S2 ). All the interaction parameters are shown in Table S1 and Table S2 .
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The validation of the CG model
For validation of the CG model, the structure compare between AA MD and CGMD, and the CMC compare between simulation and experiment were employed.
Firstly, a pre-assemble micelles composed by CTAC surfactant in the aqueous solutions were simulated by AA MD and CG MD, respectively. In the production time, the averages density profiles of micelles with respect to COM for AAMD and CGMD are displayed in Fig. S3 . Consistent values show that our CG model reproduces the AA model very well. And the densities of micelle core and bulk water are close to the experimental densities of pure n-hexadecane (0.777g·cm -3 ) 10 and water (0.997g·cm -3 ) 11 respectively. The peak of head-groups are found to be 2.25nm, so the surface areas per head-groups are 0.795 nm 2 , this would be the equivalent of the equilibrium distance is 0.89 nm between the two head-groups of CTAC packed on the micelle, this value is almost identical to the experimental data ~0.9 nm 12 . In addition, the final self-assembly structures of CTAC and 16-s-16 also correspond with the observation by AAMD 5 and Cryo-TEM 12 , respectively. All these results demonstrate the reliability of the CG model employed in our study.
Evolutions of total pairwise potential energy
The evolutions of total energy of CTAC and 16-s-16 are shown in Fig. S5 , and the total pairwise potential energy for these two systems has experienced steepest descent stage in the beginning, and then it maintains the constant. This phenomenon is also caused by the unfavorable contact between solvent and hydrophobic tails of surfactant molecule in the initial. 
Potential of mean force (PMF)
Two pre-assemble spherical micelles, which are constructed same as the first section ( Fig. S1 (b) ), are solvated with the CG water in the box with dimensions 12nm×12nm×20nm, the separation between the center of mass (COM) of the two micelles was set to 8nm. In the solutions, about 23000 CG water beads, 160 CTAC surfactants for CTAC system or 80 surfactants for 16-s-16 system were present. The modified Martini force field was used in the following simulation. The energy minimization was performed on each system by the approach of steepest descent. The two systems were carried out in the NPT ensemble at 298 K and 1 atm for 50 ns with the time step of 0.02 ps. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in all directions.
In the equilibration stage, the motion of micelles was restricted to maintain their initial separation. The initial configuration for free energy calculation was shown in 
Coarse-grain mapping, force field parameters for SDS and NaSal
The Sal -was represented by three SC4 beads and one Q a bead with a negative charge, and the SDS -was represented by three C1 beads and one Q a bead with a negative charge, these coarse-grained models has been verified and used in the study of their self-assembly 19, 20 . The force field parameters are shown in Table S1 and Table   S2 .
